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Our editors research, test and recommend the best products independently; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. Wee Wonderfuls Create a very special gift when you sew a plush friend for someone with one of these doll sewing patterns. Choose from a variety of skill
levels, doll styles and price tags (including many free patterns). Many of the designers on this list make other dolls too, so check out their blogs and stores for more fun sewing projects. These are not your traditional fashion dolls, but they are very elegant. Designed by Gingermelon, the 17-inch dolls look so beautiful and come with patterns for the accessories
shown in the photo. You can also buy patterns for more clothes for these dolls. The kids would like that, but they are so cute that you can decide to make a set for yourself. Abby from While She Naps created this free doll pattern to contribute the dolls to a fundraiser project. You can make each one different and once you get the hang of it, they get together
quickly. Be sure to check out Abby's other plush toy patterns, including her doll family. This doll is perfect for a very young child. In addition, it is easy to sew without arms or legs. He gets all bundled up in his trapped blanket. Instead of relying on a pattern, this doll comes along with some measured parts and a bit of simple modeling. There's something
magical about a mermaid, so who wouldn't want a mermaid doll to carry with them? The shells and sweet hair buns look lovely on this doll. Add a few more details to the tail with embroidery or sophisticated fabric. A love is a cross between a small blanket and a stuffed animal or doll. They are comforting to the little ones because they are easy to embrace.
These little ones have a star shape and a gnome hat. Although the samples are all of one color, the set allows you to make the face and hat in a different color, which would also be beautiful. Your child will cherish this precious nimble phish doll pattern for the years to come. Use fleece to give it a soft texture that is delicious to snug. The construction allows
you to pose this doll to look like a real baby. Besides, he's got a little navel. Jennifer from The Craft Patch shows a brilliant way to sew this simple felt doll together. The result is a more two-dimensional doll with flat clothes, doll paper. You can even have your child help design new clothes for your doll. Keep this sleepy doll in your pocket for those times when
your child needs some entertainment or comfort. It's all cozy and beautiful in tiny sewn pajamas. In addition to this free standard, Stylist Wendi Gratz also has a great collection of Dress-Up Bunch dolls in his shop. Samantha Liz/Costure Mama Sew Instead of putting a tooth on a tiny pillow, make her son slide his lost tooth into this tooth fairy doll's pocket.
Even when they're not expecting a one Reward, this is a lovely doll that they can play and enjoy. This adorable doll has more blanket surface than some, but is in the form of a baby onesie. Items like this often get a lot of love and children cling to them. To avoid tears at laundry time, make some loves so you can roll them. Waldorf dolls have shaped faces,
achieved by creating a woolen base with a knitted fabric on top. This simplified Waldorf doll comes to you in a series of posts. Start with this link below and let it take you through the process. No need to choose between a princess or a unicorn with this doll. She's a unicorn princess! This hand-stitched felt doll pattern comes with pieces to dress up your tiny
doll with a crown or a unicorn hat. Looking for another style? Noia Land offers hundreds of kawaii patterns. Your little dancer wants a doll to dance? Sew them a ballerina doll. This free pattern has some great details, including perfectly shaped arms to perform ballet poses. Sew these sweet brothers with a detailed pattern of Retro Mother. The 18-inch doll
pattern is best suited for intermediate sewers and includes full photo tutorials, plus customizable tips and tricks and pieces. There are so many ways to change the style. Christina Platt/ Costure Mama Sew This free pattern for a small doll has a sleepy Waldorf style face and a cozy little body. Designer Christina Platt recommends making the body and hat from
a recycled wool sweater and adding some lavender inside for an extra sleepy effect. This trio of friendly dolls can expect you to seacor so they can play together! In addition to the 16-inch doll pattern with three hairstyles, you can also sew a small wardrobe of clothes to share. Use your hand sewing skills to make these posable felt dolls. At just 15 cm tall, they
are the perfect size to go in a dollhouse, and with a little imagination, you can create all kinds of accessories for them. Are those the fluffy plush dolls you've ever seen? This set of Dolls and Daydreams patterns includes two doll sizes. There is even a bonus pattern for a baby sling so that other dolls can hold the baby. Lisa Tilse / Envato Tuts+ Your superhero
will love this doll, especially when they help customize it with fun fabric choices. You could even make this pattern free to look like your son or daughter. All you need to do now is create a superhero name. This fully articulated doll pattern allows your child to pose their doll for endless hours of play. You can make the face in different styles and there is even a
video tutorial to give your doll a painted face. With 21 inches of This is a big doll. And while the pattern doesn't include clothes, Alice's Bear Shop offers some clothing patterns to fit. Utini, utini! I crocheted for my nephew for Christmas. I drew the pattern myself. If you want the crochet instructions for $2.99, send a message at my Etsy.com, JanaGeek, and I
will. I'il. you a PDF file with 48 hours. Most of us have a knitted sweater that we take out of the warehouse every winter. But there's so much more you can do with needles and threads. From the top of the head to the tip of the toe, you can learn how to knit the ideal outfit. Consider these free patterns to create beautiful and handmade pieces of clothing. All you
need is knitting needles, yarn, and some basic knitting techniques. Keep reading to see how you can put clothes on your back. Advertising Free stocking knitting patterns don't get scared. Use these patterns to create socks that are comfortable and attention-grabbing. Free Ribby Sock Knitting Pattern The pattern of chops of these socks is simple, but the
flashy appearance makes it seem like a complicated design. Free bulky boot knitting pattern Protect your feet from both the elements and the rough mop of your winter boots with these thick socks. Free mitten knitting patterns will have you knitting well on hand when you try one of these designs. They will keep your hands busy while you are working, and
warm when you're done. Free gloves and bandana knitting gloves are a classic knitting design, and the matching bandana makes it ideal for winter. Free Fun Felted Mittens Knitting Knitting Pattern With a felt look and a chic fringe, these gloves will warm you on colder days. Free hat knitting patterns These designs come right from the top of your head. Free
Baby Daisy-top Hat Knitting Pattern Baby is just part of a beautiful garden with the flowery topper in this hat. Free baby hat knitting pattern just as penguins sit on their eggs to keep them warm, this lovely hat sits right on top of your baby's head to keep it nice and crisp. Free mohair-look hat knitting pattern With this pattern, you can knit a hat with the look of a
much more expensive and manufactured hat. Free seagull knitting pattern The classic knitted hat is always in style, and easy to make even for the initial knitting. Free scarf knitting patterns To keep warm or simply to spice up an outfit, scarves will do the trick. The patterns in this article will give you great ideas. Simple simple free scarf knitting pattern with a
shiny yarn, you will defend yourself from the cold and make a bold fashion statement at the same time. Free confetti knitting pattern Be the star of your own parade with this colorful scarf. Free popcorn scarf knitting pattern This scarf pattern stands out with bright grains of color. Free striped knitting pattern The traditional school scarf lives again with the use of
this alternating color pattern. Free braided knitting pattern You can create the illusion of two woven scarves along with this unique braid pattern. Seven-eleven free scarf knitting pattern this design looks complicated thanks to the clever use of two needles of different size. Standard free tube scarf knitting More than a scarf, this pattern can also serve as a one
hood or a hot hood. Free Loosely Lovely Scarf Knitting Knitting Pattern Thanks to large needles and a wide stitch, this pattern sits loosely around your neck. Fabulous fringe scarf knitting pattern free You can get hot and still have some talent with this flashy scarf pattern. Free floral scarf knitting pattern Be your own bouquet with the lovely flowers in this scarf.
Free herringbone scarf with pom-pom fringe knitting pattern The classic herringbone look in this scarf is enhanced with a delicious swollen fringe. Free butterfly scarf knitting pattern with a subtle recurring shape and carefully placed beads, this pattern shines positively. Good Free Knitting Pattern There are no feathers, but you can use wires to create an
elegant boa with this pattern. Free wavy scarf knitting pattern Say no to straight lines. Make the wave with the unique look of this scarf pattern. Free mermaid scarf knitting pattern This pattern is quite simple, but the choice of fringe yarn and tail will send you under the sea. How to Knit Knitting Art is surprisingly easy to learn. Take the basic elements of knitting
with these simple steps. Knitting instructions Know how to join basic points will allow you to create a wide range of knitting designs. These tips will show you how. Knitting can also provide a home décor. The patterns on the next page will show you how to make projects that will transform the look of your home. House.
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